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Artistas / Artists

María José Arjona [Colombia]

MUTED [02:03] [2012]

Muted refers to childhood memories of wondering what kissing might feel like.
The artist is back, apparently stranded in a kiss, but in reality are their own hands
caressing his head and neck.

Elen Gruber [Brazil]
The weight -from “The 12 works” series [12:55] [2014]

The weight is part of “Os 12 trabalhos” [The twelve labors], a series of performances tackling natur d and recorded in video, photography, objects and diagrams,
the focus is on the useless, absurd nature of these endeavors: allegories of insistence against the odds, confrontations against failure.

Artistas / Artists

Janaina Carrer [Brazil]

Erika Mayoral [México]

Salt: in alchemy is the matter of dissolution and coagulation, the unifying spirit
between body and soul. In "mandingas" (superstitions) of Brazil is the element
that recharges the energy and drives away evil, a synonym of protection. Here,
under the chakras of the mind, heart and sex, the salt coming out on the water
becomes death. First video performance series, developed in residency at the Nuvem - Estação Rural de Arte e Tecnologia / Rio de Janeiro/ RJ.

In this video, the artist take a caramel, eats a part and goes sticking the rest in her
hair to form a crown of candy. This action involves a self-portrait in motion and
all meanings the candy in relation with the artist's nature female.

Working the Salt #01 [4:25] [2015]

El bombón [4:49] [2007]

Artistas / Artists

Chun Hua Catherine Dong [Canada/China]

[RED BIND]

Gilivanka Kedzior & Barbara Friedman [France]

Seven Idiomatic Pieces - Apple of My Eye [4:54] [2012]

Red pole dance [3:42] [2012]

Seven Idiomatic Pieces is a performance series that explores mistranslations and
metaphrase in language by reenacting seven English idioms. Although idioms
might not make sense for many non-English speakers, I found out that they are
like ready-made scripts that can be performed. For instance, the idiom, “the apple
of my eye,” consists of two elements: apple and eye. However, what interests me
most is how to use the two elements that seemingly have no connections to each
other to make a performance in order to convey meanings or emotions. “Seven
Idiomatic Pieces” focuses on the surface of the language and translates idioms
into performative actions and gestures.

This performance is inspired by the “Maypole Dance”, a form of folk dance from
Western Europe still widely distributed nowadays. The origin of the Maypole
Dance began in ancient Babylon during fertility rites.
Its symbolism has been continually debated for centuries, although no set conclusion has ever been arrived at.
Here detached from its festive scope, it opens up to various readings: by turns
fateful dance, endless ritual procession, or metaphor of an animal convolution.
The performative act takes there a penitential dimension. It experiences the limits of resistance of a body in a position of constriction and sensory deprivation,
submitted to a repetitive action. Paradoxically, it also experiments the anesthetic
effect of this same obsessive movement. It analyzes the relationship to the other
one, the inability/difficulty in communicating of the enduring body and its subdivision through time.

Artistas / Artists

Francesca Fini [Italy]
Fair and lost [5:24] [2012]

I'm wearing electrodes and I try to wear makeup. Involuntary muscle contractions caused by electric shock are very strong so that I cannot control the hands
and the makeup spreads all over my face. We hear the chorus of Nabucodonosor by Giuseppe Verdi, which has a very strong symbolic value in the history of
my country, bringing along the ghosts of old struggles for freedom that no one
remembers anymore. “My country, fair and lost”. The hysterical, uncontrollable,
movement of the hand represents the disease of social habit, which reveals its
fragility when the system appears on the point of collapsing: the deep conflict
between a conscious behaviour and external social conditioning. Even crying
is involuntary, caused by the black pencil and mascara entering my eyes since I
cannot calibrate the movement of the hand. A mechanical cry that is automatically transmitted to the audience, in a sort of empathic conditioned connection,
unconscious and therefore completely useless. The performance is part of a larger
project: withanhelmet.blogspot.it

About VIDEOPLAY

About the program

Videoplay is an Argentine-based international platform specialized in the
collection and diffusion of video-performance. Founded in 2004 by the
visual artist and curator Silvio De Gracia, Videoplay has been gradually
established as one of the most active and interesting platform dedicated
exclusively to video-performance, developing an intensive activity of collaborations and exchanges with several international galleries, museums,
festivals, private foundations and public institutions around the world.
http://www.videoplay-platform.com/news.html

No todo es fragilidad [Not everything is fragile], introduces a serie of video-performances where women artists try to explore poetic dimension
of the body and the female nature. Through the experimentation in different approaches to performance art, these videos reveal the psychological
and physical energy of women, not excluding the beauty, breaking the old
conventional image of female as a fragile being.
Most of the videos show a female body incarnated in intense and obsessive actions, including hard efforts, allegories of resistance against the
absurd or confrontations with the physical and social limitations.
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Silvio De Gracia is an independent curator, writer, visual artist, performer and theoretical based in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Between 2002
and 2010 he was director and curator of several events of video art and
performance art en Argentina, among others: PLAY – International
Video Art Festival (2004/2006); INTERFERENCIAS – International
Action Art Encounter (2005/2007); man in transit - International Video
& Performance Festival (2008) and Transvideoplay Festival (2010).
In 2004 he founded Videoplay project, an international platform for
the dissemination of video art, initiating an intensive activity of collaborations and exchanges with several international
galleries, museums, private foundations and public institutions around
the world.
As specialist and researcher in performance art, De Gracia has
been co-curator of the First International Biennial of Performance
DEFORMES, in Santiago, Chile (2006) and “Performance Presente
Futuro", in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2008). In 2012, he was one of curators of the most important event dedicated to video art in the Collateral
Program XI Havana Biennial, in Cuba, with the project “In excess
- FLYERS”.
In 2014, he was guest curator in the Venice International Performance
Art Week, Italy, where he presented the selection CUERPOS EN DISIDENCIA - Documents in photography and video of Performance Art in
South America in the 1970s and 1980. In 2015, he was organizer and curator of PARTICIPACIÓN, Latin American Encounter of Performance
Art in Junín, Argentina.

Currently, he is dedicated to collection and diffusion of video-performance genre, especially from Latin American artists.
His theory production includes articles and essays that have been published in specialized magazines, in different websites and books. Also, he
is member of international commitee of magazine Inter art actuel, a
publication from Canada, specializing in performance and action art.
As artist and curator he was guest in the XI Havana Biennial, Cuba (2012);
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